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Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day: ladder

Definition: 

(noun)

A ladder is a piece of equipment used for 
climbing up something or down from 

something. It consists of two long pieces 
of wood, metal, or rope with steps fixed 

between them.

Jazz used the ladder to reach the shelf.

Word Class

(lad-der)Pronunciation / Syllables

Synonym: Antonym: Rhyme: Link Word:

adder metal

sadder wooden

Phrases: placed the ladder against the wooden ladder



Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day: stool

Definition: 

(noun)

A stool is a seat with legs but 
no support for your arms or 

back.

Amy sat on the brown stool while she read a book.

Word Class

(stool)Pronunciation / Syllables

Synonym: Antonym: Rhyme: Link Word:

pool wooden

fool small

Phrases: the delicate stool the fragile stool



Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day: oven

Definition: 

(noun)

An oven is a device for cooking 
that is like a box with a door. You 

heat it and cook food inside it.

Freddy placed the biscuits into the oven.

Word Class

(ov-en)Pronunciation / Syllables

Synonym: Antonym: Rhyme: Link Word:

stove cooked

range baking

Phrases: turned on the oven to smoke came from the oven



Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day: pitch

Definition: 

(noun)

A pitch is an area of ground that is 
marked out and used for playing a 
game such as football, cricket, or 

hockey.

The pitch was split into four parts.

Word Class

(pitch)Pronunciation / Syllables

Synonym: Antonym: Rhyme: Link Word:

park witch artificial

ground switch indoor

Phrases: the muddy pitch frozen pitch



Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day: track

Definition: 

(noun)

A track is a narrow road 
or path.

We followed the track into the woods.

Word Class

(track)Pronunciation / Syllables

Synonym: Antonym: Rhyme: Link Word:

path rack muddy

lane back gravel

Phrases: puddles on the track the track led to



Shinobi Word of the Day
Word of the Day: minor

Definition: 

(adjective)

You use minor when you want to 
describe something that is less 

important, serious, or significant than 
other things in a group or situation.

There were a few minor mistakes in the writing.

Word Class

(mi-nor)Pronunciation / Syllables

Synonym: Antonym: Prefix / Suffix: Rhyme: Link Word:

slight major liner problem

small finer issue

Phrases: it was only a minor minor, not major



Shinobi Word of the Day
Word of the Day: goal

Definition: 

(noun)

Something that is your goal is 
something that you hope to achieve, 
especially when much time and effort 

will be needed.

Mia had a savings goal of £300 to buy a new phone.

Word Class

(goal)Pronunciation / Syllables

Phrases: an unattainable goal impossible goal

Synonym: Antonym: Prefix / Suffix: Rhyme: Link Word:

plan whole savings

ambition soul career



Shinobi Word of the Day
Word of the Day: stable

Definition: 

(adjective)

If an object is stable, it is firmly 
fixed in position and is not 

likely to move or fall.

Courtney was well-balanced and stable during gymnastics.

Word Class

(sta-ble)Pronunciation / Syllables

Phrases: a stable connection a stable bench

Synonym: Antonym: Prefix / Suffix: Rhyme: Link Word:

steady unstable -ise table remain

substantial rickety un- cable balance



Shinobi Word of the Day
Word of the Day: radiate

Definition: 

(verb)

If you radiate an emotion or quality 
or if it radiates from you, people 
can see it very clearly in your face 

and in your behaviour.

Mrs Hopes radiated joy as she listened to the choir. 

Word Class

(ra-di-ate)Pronunciation / Syllables

Phrases: radiated love radiating warmth

Synonym: Antonym: Prefix / Suffix: Rhyme: Link Word:

emit -ion gradient heat

display -ing emotions



Shinobi Word of the Day
Word of the Day: invest

Definition: 

(verb)

If you invest time or energy in 
something, you spend a lot of time or 

energy on something that you consider 
to be useful or likely to be successful.

Mr Ahmed invested time and effort into growing plants.

Word Class

(in-vest)Pronunciation / Syllables

Phrases: invested in me invested every second in

Synonym: Antonym: Prefix / Suffix Rhyme: Link Word:

spend -ed protest time

devote -ing best money



Focus Word (write below):

Describe / Definition: 

Word Class:

Synonyms:
(words with same / similar meaning)

Antonyms:
(words with opposite meaning)

Rhymes:
(words that sound the same)

Link Words:
(Example: football = pitch, team, player)

Draw your sentence:

Use it in a sentence:
Vocabulary Laboratory



Word: ladder Word: stool

Word: oven Word: pitch

Vocabulary Visualiser Draw the 
Grasshopper words 
and bring them to life.



Word: minor Word: goal

Word: stable Word: radiate

Vocabulary Visualiser Draw the Shinobi
words and bring 

them to life.



Matching Meanings Draw lines from the 
Grasshopper words 
to their definitions.

Grasshopper 
Word

ladder

stool

oven

pitch

track

Grasshopper Definitions

A *** is a narrow road or path.

A *** is an area of ground that is marked out 
and used for playing a game such as football, 

cricket, or hockey.

An *** is a device for cooking that is like a 
box with a door. You heat it and cook food 

inside it.

A *** is a seat with legs but no support for 
your arms or back.

A *** is a piece of equipment used for 
climbing up something or down from 

something. It consists of two long pieces of 
wood, metal, or rope with steps fixed 

between them.



Matching Meanings Draw lines from the 
Shinobi words to 
their definitions.

Shinobi Word

minor

goal

stable

radiate

invest

Shinobi Definitions

If you *** time or energy in something, you 
spend a lot of time or energy on something 
that you consider to be useful or likely to be 

successful.

If an object is ***, it is firmly fixed in position 
and is not likely to move or fall.

Something that is your *** is something that 
you hope to achieve, especially when much 

time and effort will be needed.

If you *** an emotion or quality or if it *** 
from you, people can see it very clearly in 

your face and in your behaviour.

You use *** when you want to describe 
something that is less important, serious, or 

significant than other things in a group or 
situation.



Display Slips
The following slides are for classroom display. As you teach each Word of 
the Day, words can be displayed in the classroom to enable pupils to use 

the taught vocabulary in an independent manner.
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